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Text 
Then the mother of Zebedee's sons came to Jesus with her sons and, kneeling down, asked a favor of him. 

21 "What is it you want?" he asked. She said, "Grant that one of these two sons of mine may sit at your 

right and the other at your left in your kingdom." 22 "You don't know what you are asking," Jesus said to 

them. "Can you drink the cup I am going to drink?" "We can," they answered. 23 Jesus said to them, "You 

will indeed drink from my cup, but to sit at my right or left is not for me to grant. These places belong to 

those for whom they have been prepared by my Father." 24 When the ten heard about this, they were 

indignant with the two brothers. 25 Jesus called them together and said, "You know that the rulers of the 

Gentiles lord it over them, and their high officials exercise authority over them. 26 Not so with you. 

Instead, whoever wants to become great among you must be your servant, 27 and whoever wants to be first 

must be your slave-- 28 just as the Son of Man did not come to be served, but to serve, and to give his life 

as a ransom for many." 29 As Jesus and his disciples were leaving Jericho, a large crowd followed him. 30 

Two blind men were sitting by the roadside, and when they heard that Jesus was going by, they shouted, 

"Lord, Son of David, have mercy on us!" 31 The crowd rebuked them and told them to be quiet, but they 

shouted all the louder, "Lord, Son of David, have mercy on us!" 32 Jesus stopped and called them. "What 

do you want me to do for you?" he asked. 33 "Lord," they answered, "we want our sight." 34 Jesus had 

compassion on them and touched their eyes. Immediately they received their sight and followed him. 

 

Introduction 
Seattle based rock band Nirvana in their prime in the early to mid 90’s is still heralded as 

one of Americas greatest bands.  Front Man singer/songwriter Kurt Cobain was in the 

middle of it all on top of the world in his 20s.  However his fame and fame-seeking 

pushed him into a self-destructive life-style that was marked mostly by his addiction to 

heroin.  I want to read you excerpt from and article I stumbled across. 

Cobain's current of self-destruction fueled the energy and genius behind his music. The 

group name Nirvana, chosen by Cobain, refers to ultimate attainment, but nirvana also 

means annihilation and nothing, rather than bliss, as it is commonly misunderstood. 

Cobain's quest for negation reflected his severe anxiety, which he mixed with a deeply 

personal sense of yearning. This combination resonated with his listeners and helped 

make him famous in the first place while simultaneously bringing about his 

self-destructive tendencies and therefore his downfall. Cobain avoided the tendency of 

many rock stars to soften and tone down their emotions in their later years, but only by 

doing himself in. 

We hear story like this and often our response is wow thats crazy. 

But are we really that much different from Kurt Cobian?  

If the author of this article is right we know that we are not because he says that Cobian 
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destructive life style and desire for more is part of what made is music so appealing.   

Is it possible that our own ways of seeking Glory fame attention could lead to our 

destruction? 

Centering our lives around our own glory will lead us to place that worse then what the 

name Nirvana means.   

But what we will find in this text today is that if we center our lives around the one that 

actually deserves all glory we want true joy and peace will result.   

Cobain had no peace.  But there is still hope for us. 

Main point: When you come to Jesus with anything seek his glory, not your own. 
 

Context: 
 This passage in very practical ways  caps off the same lesson that Jesus has been 

teaching his disciples since Matt 19:13-15.  Jesus has been teaching what his Kingdom is 

like. The economy of the Kingdom of God is backwards and totally other than we 

humans would expect it.   The essence in "big picture" form of what Jesus has been 

teaching  is this: His Kingdom is not something that can be earned by our maturity, great 

wealth or law keeping.  It is freely given to those whom are dependent on Him.  It is for 

those who are growing in the understanding that it is about God's glory and not their own.   

   I think it would be helpful for us to quickly review all these things that Jesus has 

been teaching and what it means to be in the Kingdom of God.  In 19:13-15 to be in 

Jesus' Kingdom you have to become like a child... utterly dependent on Christ.  19:14-26 

One has to be willing to give up anything including one’s own excellent self-assessment 

and great riches  in order to have a more childlike  dependence on Jesus.  20:1-16  What 

we get in the Kingdom of God is not earned but is freely given.  20:17-19 Jesus predicted 

his death for the third time in this Gospel and is explaining himself as one who has 

chosen to be last on our behalf.  He is God whom of course is inherently first in all 

things,  and yet freely gave himself up to die.  This point is further underscored in v 28 of 

our passage today,  "to give his life as a ransom for many".    A summary of all of this is 

that we should see ourselves as so needy, so dependent, that we need God to die for us.  

Every human has a longing for something more and that "something more" can only be 

obtained  through dependent child-like faith in the one who has died for them. 

 

Point #1 

A Families Request for Glory: 

20-21 
  What we are going to see here in our passage today is that the Kingdom of God is 

about the Glory of God not the glory of man.  And what that means for us now is that 

when we come to Jesus for anything we seek His glory not our own.  What we will see 

too is that we understand this kind of glory to God in a way that is totally different than 

we would expect, because God gets glory for himself by humbling himself as a servant 

rather than Lording his glory over us.   

 So here in v20 Matthew introduces us to the Mother of James and John.  Matthew's 

gospel is the only one to include the detail of their mother.  Luke does not have this 

narrative and in Mark’s account it is just James and John that approach Jesus (Mark 

10:35-45).  Often when we read this passage it’s easy to kind of give Mom a bad rap here 
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but this is the only place in the gospels she is included and in this account all 3 them are 

approaching Jesus with this request.  Matthew most likely includes their Mother because 

he is just simply giving us a historical detail.  It’s also possible that their Mother is Jesus' 

aunt so it would make sense for her to come to him with this and speak at first on her 

son’s behalf.  The main thing here is that we shouldn't get hung up on the detail of their 

mother making this request.   

 Even though it is the mother who is speaking, she is representative of the 3.  Their 

request is quite simple yet has huge implications.  As we can plainly see in the text they 

ask if they can sit on Jesus’ right and left in his coming kingdom.  Why were they asking 

for seats next to the king?  Simply by position, the right and the left seat of the throne of a 

king is seen as the places of highest honor and authority.  That’s what James and John 

were seeking they didn't want to just be privileged with being 2 of the 12, they wanted 

honor, authority, glory.  This request doesn't come completely uninformed though.  

Before we judge James and John, we need to see that they had reason to think that 

seeking such a position was a possible option for them.  I want to  point out 4 things that 

has led them  to think they can ask Jesus for this: 

1) From Matt 16:16-17  they know that Jesus is the Messiah.  

2) Jesus has been calling himself the "Son of  Man".  They would understand that from 

the book of Daniel as a kingly sovereign title. 

3) They were most likely viewing their progression toward the royal city of Jerusalem 

with Jesus as an anticipation to his quickly coming kingly reign.  

4) If we look over to Matt 19:28 Jesus has very recently said to them that the 12 disciples 

will sit on 12 thrones and judge the 12 tribes of Israel.   

From these 4 observations we can see where this request is coming from.  They literally 

had just been told that they are getting thrones.  Then at the same time keeping the other 

3 observations in mind we can see how they have jumped to this conclusion that they 

could ask for thrones.  Also I'm sure they noticed the closeness between Peter and Jesus 

and they also may have had in mind some of Peter’s past failures so this seemed like a 

good time to seize the opportunity and try to reclaim some position that Peter has had 

exclusively with Jesus. 

 From all of this we can see that James and John were mindful of the coming 

kingdom of Jesus.  So what is it that they have missed?  In the request of James and John 

we see how often the disciples can have selective hearing when it come to Jesus'  

teaching.  In this whole massive discourse that Jesus has given from 19:13-20:19 the only 

thing that James and John heard was talk about the kingdom and all they wanted was 

position, power, and glory. They failed to hear and understand that Jesus was telling them 

not just that his kingdom was coming but also what it was like and how one gets in.  

James and John didn't hear what Jesus was saying about children and the kingdom in 

19:14. They didn't really hear what Jesus was saying to the rich young man that he 

actually had to give up his glory to become all the more dependent on Jesus.  At the end 

of chapter 19 where Jesus tells them that they will sit on thrones  they completely missed 

the refrain that Jesus repeats again at the end of the Labors in the vineyard parable, "first 

will be last, and the last first".  And most of all they continue to miss what Jesus has said 

3 times now at this point that he was going to suffer and die, then raise again.     

 Are we any different than James and John?  Can we be just as ignorant about 

wanting glory and arrogantly think we can handle the responsibility it requires?  Do we 
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seek these kinds of requests from Jesus just like James and John did?  I know I do.  Many 

of you know that Tracy and I are planning on going to an unreached people group in East 

Asia  in the near future; few more years.  Anyway we had dinner with some friends the 

other night and we were chatting about our future plans a bit.  We have been in and out of 

the process of trying to figure out what Mission agency to go with.  In the recent past one 

of the things that I had said is a criteria of an agency we would go with is that it would 

have to give us autonomy.  But more recently I have felt like my desire for more freedom 

on the mission field is actually a result of an idol I have for freedom.  So I vaguely shared  

that I idolize my freedom so that aspect shouldn't hold such a high precedent on the 

agency we choose.  Our friends responded to that by saying that’s interesting to think of 

freedom in that sense as an idol.  After hearing that, I thought to myself, yeah I guess that 

is kind of interesting... why do I think that?  I have been having these kind of experiences  

more recently where you know you have an idol or something unreal that you’re 

believing but you’re not quite sure of the details of it or why you know it is a false 

gospel.  So I have been reflecting on that more this past week especially in light of  

studying this text for this sermon.  And this is what I have found.  My desire for freedom 

on the mission field is closely linked to my desire for glory as a missionary.  Here is why.  

The more freedom I have on the field the more credit I will be able to take if we have a 

fruitful ministry.  (And that’s a big IF by the way because we are going to an historically 

hard soil.)  I will be more able to say look what I did then I will be able to say look what 

God did through the agency I am with.  If our labor on the field results in an indigenously 

led church community that is thriving and multiplying on its own, I  in a sense want that 

to be my throne at the right or left of Jesus.  I want to be within an arms reach of Jesus to 

be able to tap him on the shoulder so to remind Him of what I was able to accomplish.  

That is what a desire for too much freedom has done in me.  Now we may end up with an 

organization that gives lots of freedom to work how we want to work- we don't really 

know yet who we'll end up with.  But the organization we go with and the amount of 

freedom they may or may not give us is not what matters.  What matters is my 

perspective about the glory of God. And we will get more help for that as we continue to 

look at this passage.   

 But what is it for you? Maybe some of you can relate to my example and others 

maybe not as much.  Maybe you’re seeking some sort of job promotion that will increase 

other’s perspective of you and that’s really why you want it?  Maybe you’re a part of 

some kind of ministry so that you can show people that you count, that you’re enough, 

that you somehow need to prove yourself to God.  Maybe all you want is the  accolades 

from a certain position you hold or ministry you’re apart of?   What is the throne to the 

right or the left of Jesus that you desire.   You know one guy I read while studying this 

text pointed out that in v 21 the same phrase "one on your right and one on your left" is 

used again in Matthew 27:38 where it says, "Then 2 robbers were crucified next to him 

one at the right and one at the left."  Not the position James and John were expecting.  

Nevertheless as we will see, this is a better picture of the life of a Christian- it’s a life of 

sacrifice not of glory. 

 

Point #2 

The Response of a Saviour: 

vv. 22-23 
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 I called the first 2 verses a "families request for glory".  Verses 22 and 23 I'm 

calling "the response of a saviour”, because I want us to see that the only person that can 

give us a right perspective on an issue like this is a God who has come to save His people 

from their sins.  Hearing and understanding that person is the only way we will be able to 

seek his glory and not our own.   

 Here in verse 22 we clearly see that James, John, their mother, and the rest of the 

disciples did not understand what Jesus was saying in 20:18,19.  Look at verse 18 and 19, 

if the disciples had really heard that the scribes and chief priests would condemn Jesus to 

death if they really understood when Jesus said he was going to be given over to the 

Gentiles to be flogged and crucified then they wouldn't be so confident in asking Jesus 

what they are asking.   It is because they didn't hear what Jesus said in vv 18 and 19 that 

Jesus tells them here in v 22 "You do not know what you are asking."  Because if they 

knew what they were asking they would understand that to ask to reign with Jesus really 

means that you are asking first to suffer with him.  The disciples didn't have our vantage 

point being able to look back.  The only exposure to Jesus they have had so far is the 

literal "heaven on earth" experiences they have had in His earthly ministry.  They 

couldn't even fathom the way this man their saviour was going to suffer.   

 In a minute I want to take a closer look at the word "cup" but first lets’ briefly look 

at the conversation that surrounds it.  First again what we noted earlier we see in verse 22 

the blind confidence of the disciples.  "are you able to drink this cup?" "we are able".  I 

want us to see today this is a matter of perspective. Why were the disciples so confident 

that they were able?  First, certainly because they didn't understand Jesus' suffering that 

he was about to endure. Which that is somewhat more understandable, but there is a 

second reason.  Their heads were so full of thoughts of personal glory, position, prestige, 

and all the accolades that go along with it.  Their own desire for glory blinded them from 

being able to see what Jesus had been teaching and kept them from being humbled by 

Jesus. 

 Friends we are no different.  I am no different.   These are indicators of how we 

know if we are growing into the security of being awestruck by the glory of God in the 

person of Jesus Christ who has suffered on our behalf.  The disciples didn't even hesitate 

when Jesus told them that they don't know what they are asking and if they are able to 

drink his cup.  They were just like, "yep".  They were so caught up in what they wanted 

they couldn't even hear what Jesus was saying. Here's a life example; when you’re having 

a friendly or maybe even unfriendly debate or argument about something, is you’re 

opinion and what you want to say the only thing that matters?   Are you unable to listen 

or can you only think about the next thing you want to say.   Married folks? Singles with 

both believing and unbelieving roommates?  Do you know what this is like?  See it's a 

matter of perspective if we know that we are loved by God in Christ we are secure 

enough to not always need to be right.  We don't need to be, because we already have in 

him everything we need. So if that means giving up our self-justifying, I have got to be 

right attitude for the purpose of peace and unity with whomever you are talking or in a 

fight with we can. As we grow in this we see then that our perspective is on God's glory 

and not our own.  We no longer need those thrones to his right and left. In Jesus we have 

everything we need and the more we realize that the more glory He gets.  In the moment 

this is tough, but as we continually season our heart with the gospel we will slowly 

change into a more patient, able to listen, humble person. 
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 That's just one example of how a passage like this can change us.  When we read a 

text like this I think that the applications should somehow be on a more cosmic scale.  

And I'm sure they can be, but this truth can change us slowly in the everyday things like 

this.   

 Moving on if we look at verse 23 we see how patient Jesus is with James and John.  

He doesn't correct them right away. He takes their claim of "we are able" at face value.  

He affirms that they will eventually drink his cup.  Most likely Jesus is referring to 

knowing that James will be one of the first Christian martyrs and if this is the John that 

wrote Revelations then he was marooned on the island of Patmos.  Another thing Jesus 

does in this verse is that he illustrates  the point he has been making over and over again 

and will make again in v. 28.  He says that these thrones are not his to give away.  His 

father has prepared such positions.  We see here an example of the trinitarian hierarchy.  

Jesus willingly submits to the Father and doesn't try to occupy a role that was not given to 

him.   

 Okay let's circle back just for a minute and look at the word "cup".  What the 

disciples still have not fully understood yet, is what Jesus knows as the central part of his 

mission.  That is he will not become king through demolishing Roman rule and take up 

his throne here in this life.  His Kingdom will come through his suffering and death.  

James and John have some vague idea of what it means to suffer for identifying 

themselves with Jesus.  At this point they have heard Jesus tell them to "take up their 

cross and follow him" twice (once in 10 and again in 16).  However that has yet to be 

tested.  When it is tested during Jesus' sentencing and crucifixion, they flee.  So when 

Jesus says, "are you able to drink this cup..." they are probably thinking of some sort of 

suffering that is less than the crucifixion of Jesus.   

 When Jesus uses the word "cup" here he is most likely drawing on the OT imagery 

of  drinking the cup of suffering.  Isa. 51:17-23 and Lam 4:21 use "cup" as imagery for 

the suffering of God’s people.  It isn't till later in the book of Matthew that Jesus brings 

out a more fuller meaning of the word "cup".  In the institution of the Lord’s Supper  

Jesus in Matt 26:28 says of the cup; "this is my blood of the covenant which is poured out 

for many for the forgiveness of sins."  This is how Jesus will be a "ransom for many" 

from 20:28.   

 The cup symbolically contains His blood of the covenant.  Jesus in his first coming 

did not come to rule us and seek his glory in an earthly kingdom.  He came to die for us.  

His blood is the blood of the covenant or the blood of the promises of God.  His blood 

instead of ours.  The "cup" could rightfully be filled with our blood.  But Jesus chose to 

die the death we deserve.  Jesus had to die for us because like James and John  we seek 

our own glory.  We fail to have a mindfulness of his glory.  We seek thrones  to his right 

and left.  Back in chapter 20 Jesus knew the fuller meaning of  "cup" just like God knew 

from the very beginning that when Jesus came the cup would be filled with his blood of 

the covenant.  He promised to deliver us from our sins and in Christ's death that has been 

accomplished.  And just as Jesus has already predicted in 20:19 He has risen from the 

dead.  He has defeated sin that kills us because he was killed in our place and he has 

defeated death that would have been us because he has bodily risen from the grave.  

Through seeing ourselves as needy of this death and resurrection because we have an 

awareness of our sins we can be in Christ united to Him so our sins are killed and our 

body is raised from the dead.  This happens through faith, we must persevere in believing 
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this is true, this has happened, and God did it for his church.  If you have believed this 

you are so secure that you don't need to seek your own glory.  You will have the glory of 

God that you will be consumed with in the fully understood kingdom. There will be no 

need to desire any petty glory here.  If you have believed this you are a daughter or son of 

the living God.  Allow that truth to marinate in your heart and allow it to move you to 

abide in your saviour, be mended to him, be satisfied in him.  Allow your hope to not be 

cast on things you want to accomplish or do here.  Allow your hope to be in the kingdom 

of God.  This is where you will find your true self and your best life forever! 

 

Point #3 

Seek to Serve Others not to find Glory:  

vv 24-28 
 So if you have believed that, what should your life look like now?  How do we now 

manifest the security and satisfaction we have in Christ?  The answer to these questions 

are in the verses that follow.  The last section I titled "The response of a Saviour" 

Meaning only Jesus as our saviour can bring right perspective to our glory seeking.  Now 

through growing out of our glory seeking what are we to grow into? I’m calling vv 24-28 

"seek to serve others not to find Glory".   

 We pick the passage back up in verse 24 where the disciples are indignant at James 

and John.  Most likely they are angry at the two brothers for getting the jump on them 

with this request for position and power.  Jesus quickly steps in to reconcile their disunity 

through explaining yet again to  all of the disciples what the Kingdom of God is like.   

 In verses 25-28 Jesus explains the Kingdom of Heaven in 3 ways: What it’s not 

like, what it is like and how he is an example of what it is like.  First what the Kingdom 

of Heaven is not like.  Jesus uses the example of "Gentile rulers" or the way the world 

sees greatness and power.  He is contrasting the "great ones" of the world with "little 

children" back in chapter 19:14.  The Kingdom of heaven does not lord over its subjects 

or marginalize those who are weaker.  Of course all societies need structured leadership 

but that is not the negative that Jesus is pointing out.  Leadership in the world even today 

often has a top down approach.  That is where those at the top tend to "bear down on" 

those beneath them.  Jesus is saying the Kingdom of Heaven is totally different from that.  

Therefore the Kingdom of Heaven is not like what the disciples are expecting it to be. 

Position and power don't matter.  

 Second in vv. 26-27 Jesus gives two examples of what the Kingdom of Heaven is 

like.  He uses the words "servant" and "slave".  These 2 terms obviously denote humility 

and contrast rulers or positions of power.  A "servant" would be understood by the 

disciples as one who is doing things for others as opposed to for themselves.  A "slave" 

would be understood as one who is not free to do as they wish.  In the Kingdom of 

Heaven the combination of these 2 terms would be best understood as one who is eager to 

serve precisely because of who their master is.  In the Kingdom of Heaven one who is a 

slave under God's rule is first.  If you’re in the Kingdom of heaven you serve the king 

willingly because he serves us and does not lord his power over us.   Notice how Jesus 

indicates how there should be an ambition to be a servant slave when he says "who ever 

wants or wishes to become great among you..." as the NASB translates.  So there should 

be an eagerness in us to serve God.  We'll come back to this.  Do you have an ambition or 

desire to serve?   Are you willing to be last instead of first?  If we are honest I think most 
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of us would confess that this doesn't come naturally.  We would rather be served or bark 

out the orders rather than take the humble position of a servant slave.  That’s not to say 

that it is impossible to be eager to do so. Certainly there are life seasons that we go 

through where we may be more or less willing to serve.  But the real question is if we are 

to desire to serve more than anything where does our motivation to do that come from?  

  This brings us to the third of the 3 ways Jesus explains the kingdom of Heaven here 

in v 28; that is he is an example of selflessness the Kingdom is defined by.  Our 

motivation to be a servant slave does not just come from observing this act of Jesus' as 

selfless but even more comes from the selfless act itself.  In other words Jesus is not just 

a good example but in his example he saves us from our selfish glory seeking pride.  This 

act saves us so that we can have a growing mindset of selflessness.  Listen to the words 

of Paul in Phil 2:5-8, "Have this mind among yourselves, which is yours in Christ Jesus, 

who though he was in the form of God, did not count equality with God a thing to be 

grasped, but made himself nothing taking the form of a servant, being born in the likeness 

of men.  And being found in the human form, he humbled himself by becoming obedient 

to the point of death, even death on a cross."   The parallel between Matt 20:28 and Phil 

2:5-8 could not be more obvious.  If you ever have a non-believing friend or maybe 

someone who is on the verge of believing ask you how the bible defines love you can tell 

them that it can be summed up in one word- sacrifice.  The giving of oneself for the 

benefit of others.  As we see in verse 28 and as we can observe in the history of the 

global church many are the benefactors of Jesus’ ultimate sacrifice.  Why? Because the 

wickedness in every single one of us condemns us before a holy God so that we deserve 

to die.  But Jesus is our ransom.  This is the good news- he gave his life so that we don't 

have to get what we deserve.  He got what we deserve on our behalf.  Remember this is 

God, he had every right to demand that we serve him but he didn't demand that, instead 

he served us.   Verse 28 is an echo of something Matthew has already written at the very 

beginning of the book 1:21 reads, "She will bear a son, and you shall call his name Jesus, 

for he will save his people from their sins." 

 Furthermore, in verse 28 these ideas of "servant", "ransom" and "the many" have 

been proven by many scholars to have heavy reliance upon Is 53.  This passage is often 

referred to as the "Suffering Servant."  Reading this passage we can see what it means to 

have our sins paid for in the death of Christ.  Back in 16:21 Jesus has already said that he 

must suffer these kinds of things.  This has been the onward direction of Matthew’s 

gospel from the very beginning.  John the baptist’s message in Matt 3 is:  repent for the 

Kingdom of Heaven is at hand.  Isa. 53 was anticipating this “new way” of God relating 

to us no longer through law which brings death but instead through the death of his son 

which brings life.  His Ransom was costly, painful, and real.  The antithesis of sacrificial 

love.   

 “Ransom” in this verse underscores the freedom that it brings.  Jesus has not just 

paid the price we needed but has set us free.  Paul writes this idea to the Galatians in 5:1 

“For freedom Christ has set us free”.  Church this is our motivation to selflessly serve 

each other and the world around us.  You are free to do it.  You’re no longer under the 

obligation of the Law.  You are in Christ a child of the living God.  More secure than you 

can imagine.  Even though we fall into only caring about what people think of us we 

don’t have to.  Other people’s opinions of us don’t matter and we don’t need to be yolked 

or imprisoned by them.  That keeps us from serving.  Instead we are stymied because we 
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are  obsessing over what people make of us.  Know that because you are in Christ God 

makes much of you and that is all that matters.  If all you’re looking for is recognition 

when you serve others then really you’re serving yourself more than anyone else.  When 

we do that and we don’t get the recognition we want we stop serving people.  Oh if we 

could just abide in the great love that God has for us in Christ then we would be free of 

serving ourselves  to serve others.  When you’re free of your insecurities and when 

you’re free of your self-serving attitude,  you can actually love people sacrificially just as 

Jesus Christ loves you.  If you’re hearing this and you see yourself as one  or both of 

these types but you’re thinking things like, “that sounds too idealistic or impossible to 

change my mindset like that”.  I need to remind you that Christianity is not a non-

supernatural faith.  If you have trusted in the death and resurrection of Jesus then you 

have the Holy Spirit.  If you see yourself as a person who doesn’t want to serve much 

because you’re scared of what people may think of you or if you’re a person who 

obsesses over wanting recognition when you do serve- pray for those areas of your life.  

Ask God to give you the faith to believe these things are true of you.  The work of Christ 

is finished you just have to believe it more.  If you have a hard time sharing the gospel 

with your friends and family, it’s the same insecurity at work. You’re afraid of what they 

will think of you.  Remind yourself that you belong fully to God in Christ! Pray for this 

kind of faith to enter your life like crazy.  Then see what happens.   

 

Conclusion 

The Illustration of the Blind Men 

vv 29-34 
 To close and to hopefully extend the summaries of what we have looked at here I 

want to draw a few parallels/observations from the story of the blind men to vv20-28. 

First, Matthew tells us that there are 2 blind men on the outside of Jericho.  I think part of 

what Matthew is showing us here is that we should see the physically blind men as 

paralleled with James and John who seem to exemplify spiritual blindness.  Second, the 

blind men cry out for mercy from Jesus.  This shows that the disciples and especially in 

this case James and John could learn much from those whom Jesus healed.  They are still 

in need of just as much mercy as these blind men are and they should be seeking Jesus for 

Mercy instead of thrones.  Third, (this isn’t as much of a parallel but related to something 

I said earlier) notice how the crowds push these men aside rebuking them for wanting 

help from Jesus and how that just causes them to cry out all the more.  What we all can 

learn from this is that once we become so aware of how badly we need Jesus we won’t 

care what people tell us or say to us for declaring our need of him.  That is child like 

dependance and faith.  No child stops screaming for their mom or dad just because other 

people can hear them crying out.  Fourth, and simply, Jesus responds when we cry out to 

him for help.  In fact Jesus never turns away a cry for help.  Because a cry for help is a 

cry for dependance on the only one who can help you.  Let’s do that now as we turn to 

the Lord’s table. 

 

The Lord’s Table 
 

Benediction 
Isa. 53:4-5 May you go forth and glory in your Redeemer. 
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This sermon was addressed originally to the people at Immanuel Baptist Church, Chicago, Illinois, by 

Pastor Phil on Sunday morning, August 19, 2012.  It is not meant to be a polished essay, but was written to 

be delivered orally.  The mission of Immanuel is to be a multiplying community that enjoys and proclaims 

the Good News of Christ in the great city of Chicago. 


